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Day and night representations
“As a teen I started being fascinated
(this passion still thrives me) by great
artists of seascapes, so I intently
watched and studied their charming
representations.
For several years I have been trying to
give concreteness to my own vision of
art and tried to transfer my emotions
onto canvas, using colors, shades and
textures, enchanted atmospheres, either
dreamt, conceived by my imagination
or coming as a reminiscence of some
remote memories.
Through my paintings I explore
different techniques and feelings, shifting
from the shiny “classical” nuances

in my palette to the more intense,
shady and intimate but never gloomy,
nocturnal landscapes.
Over the years, I extended my
production adding to oil-painted
canvas, some of which are huge, also
watercolors, mixed with inks and
polishes, where this time my subjects are
abstract seabeds.
You can find some of my works on my
Etsy online shop ‘italianmarinepainter’,
where they are immediately available;
alternatively, you will also be free to ask
me a customized project for your house,
your bureau, your office or your shop”

Sea 16 | 50 x 70 cm | 2013 | Not Available | Oil painting
Antonella Natalis and Romeo

Sea 32 | 38 x 30 cm | 2015 | Not Available | Oil painting

Framed paintings
When people buy a painting, right after having decided on
which wall it will be hanged up, the next choice they will
make concerns the frame and its style.
Are you in love with anything that is modern and would like
to have an amazing ancient frame to valorize the content?

Or would you rather opt for a smooth and varnished
frame as your furniture, or, as a further alternative,
would you prefer a shabby chic frame?

Sea 27 | 28 x 38 cm | 2014 |
Not Available | Oil painting

Sea 42 | 120 x 40 cm | 2015 | Oil painting

Sea 19 | 48 x 68 cm | 2013 | Not Available
Oil painting

Sea 25 | 48 x 69 cm | 2014 | Oil painting

Sea 40 | 120 x 40 cm | 2015 | Painting given away for charity event | Not Available
Sea 26 | 48 x 69 cm | 2014 | Oil painting
Sea 2 | 60 x 90 cm | 2012
Not Available | Oil painting
Sea 19 | 48 x 68 cm | 2013 | Oil painting

The White Collection
In 2015 the White Collection was brought to life
But why did I take this path? Why did I dedicate
to white paintings?
Following “angry” seas, Caribbean seas, northern seas,
intense and colorful seas combined with dawns
and twilights, I decided to disrupt my vision of the sea
and the way I looked at it.

As many other people, I love total white in the furniture
and decors as well, so I thought of a painting suitable
even for those who cannot bear an intrusive stain in
a pure and white setting!
I backwards reasoned: “I didn’t want anymore a sea
with white lights, with bright squirts of water, with lower
tones and veiled drops, but, a White Sea where only
certain details are colored.

This collection is either perfect for settings where white
and neutral tones are predominant...

or ideal for rooms in which walls are extremely colored
or really dark.

White Collection 5
Picture by OneDollarphoto credits
White Collection 4 | 50 x 70 cm | 2016
Not Available | Oil painting
White Collection 9 | 50 x 70 cm | 2016 | Oil painting

White Collection 10 | 50 x 70 cm | 2016
Painting given away for charity event | Not Available

White Collection 5
Picture by Antonella Natalis
Arrangement by Antonella Natalis

The White Collection - Big Version

The first

Born in 2016 as an answer to the need
of decorate huge walls
Paintings from the 70x100 format
Unique pieces only, not reproducible

A gift for a friend of mine

Picture by OneDollarPhoto credits
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Picture by Antonella Natalis

foulair

il respiro del mare

From paintings to scarves

Collect them

A painting of mines, due to its peculiar characteristics
(technique, color mixture, format) was suitable to be worn,
so in 2014 the FoulAir project took shape.

Each Christmas I come up with a new and silky
mini-scarf.
Collect or give away a FoulAir, you can find them on
Etsy.com looking for the Italianmarinepainter shop.

A scarf:
- 100% silk
- 70x70 or 90x90 formats
- Finely-crafted
- Always available
- Comes gift wrapped (1000 ml in transparent pvc
and metallic stopper)
- Signed packaging

Dawn
27 x 34 cm | 2015
Oil painting

38x38 - 2015 Collection
Gift wrapped in a transparent 500ml jar
Here I am with my model
2015 - Picture by Giuliano Cavallini

This is Alessia, Italianmarinepainter model.
Wear FoulAir the way she does,
showing up your favorite color!
Discover the whole collection on
my website: www.italianmarinepainter.com

Through a photographic
manipulation we squared t
he painting and added the sign
Creation of the scarf,
using solely pure silk
and hand-refining it

From paintings to numbered prints
And, from today on, digital prints are available!
Are you looking for an original present?
An extremely high-quality print, on exquisite, stamped,
numbered and signed paper is an alternative and stylish
gift idea for a client, a precious supplier, a living-alone
friend who hasn’t decorated a wall yet, or your in-lovewith-the-sea mum.
Ask for the day and night version of the print emailing
at info@antonellanatalis.it

Paintings must be set

The Triptych
Do you live far from Milan? Download the digital
version of my sea, by purchasing it
on www.etzy.com/it/shop/italianmarinepainter

Do you like one of my paintings, but you’re doubtful
on their suitability for your house? By sending
a picture of your living room or of your bedroom
at info@antonellanatalis.it you will be able to see it
(together with the picture of the painting you like the
most; just give a look to the available works on
www.italianmarinepainter.com), disposed as you
imagined, so that you will be sure of your choice.

Picture by OneDollarphoto credits
Arrangement by Antonella Natalis
Buy yourself a blowup picture!
Do you deem the purchase of a painting to be excessively
demanding? Are you intrigued by the idea of owning
a high-resolution and huge-format print?
Download the file from my online shop
Italianmarinepainter on www.etsy.com and have it
printed on the support you prefer.

Picture by Antonella Natalis
Arrangement by Antonella Natalis

Picture by OneDollarphoto credits
Arrangement by Antonella Natalis

Picture by Antonella Natalis

Watercolors
Since 2017, a new production, whose main protagonist
are seabeds.
Abstract subjects and constantly changing palettes take
concreteness on exquisite or alternative supports and
on numbered prints.
Each watercolor will be delivered to your house with
a packaging to exploit its value and, at the same time,
preserve it.
A perfect gift idea for your house or for those friends
of yours who appreciate the abstract, textures,
complementary colors, but above all unique pieces of art!

Grand Foulard 90x90 cm, pure silk from
Como, polychiffon sarongs, ideal for both
the beach and the swimming pool, but also
bandanas for your cute and hairy friends!
Everything blooming from a watercolor...
Discover all the creations on the Etsy shop
ItalianMarinePainter and follow my new Instagram
proposals

Picture by Antonella Natalis

Model: Daniela

A painting, a print or a scarf ?
You can choose
If you like the subject, you will be free to use your bright
and silky scarf as if it were a proper painting!
You might give a numbered print (40x40 format)
to your best friend.
Or simply buy the original.
Each year I will be creating an amazing subject that will
become a wonderful scarf: don’t pass it up!

Grand Foulard in pure silk from Como,
polychiffon sarongs, ideal for both the beach
and the swimming pool, but also bandanas
for your cute and hairy friends!
Everything blooming from a watercolor.

Picture by Antonella Natalis

Model: Alessia

Discover and collect all the creations on the Instagram
profile or on the Etsy shop ItalianMarinePainter

Biographical notes
Antonella Natalis was born in Milan in 1971 and
works in the communication and fashion industries.
In 1975 she won the Premio Cornelliani
(second place) “Manifestos/Posters and Fashion”,
sponsored by Brera Academy and by the School
of Art and Design in Milan, being awarded with
the prize at the Sforzesco Castle by the Princess
Melba Ruffo di Calabria.
Since 2012, she opened her permanent exposition
at the venues for events La Limonera (RovellascaComo), were about 40 paintings are displayed.
In 2013, she placed second with Special Mention
at the “Contest of ideas for the conception
and planning of masterpieces representing
the reconciliation between work and family life”

www.italianmarinepainter.com
www.etsy.com/shop/italianmarinepainter
www.saatchiart.com/antonellanatalis

proclaimed by the Chamber of Commerce
of Monza Brianza.
In 2014, she exposed at the collective exhibition
Images of Love, held at Gallery Spazio Papel,
via Savona, in Milan.
In 2015 she got selected for the Exhibition/Contest
EXPOARTEITALIANA, among 450 emerging artists
coming from all over the Italian Peninsula. The
painting “cultivate our sea”, chosen by the Professor
Vittorio Sgarbi and the Artistic Director Giovanni
Lettini, together with other 99 works representing the
EXPO2015 theme, will be exposed at Villa Bagatti
Valsecchi in Varedo, up to the end of 2016.
Since 2016, she sells and exposes in Italy and
worldwide

www.houzz.it/ideabooks/users/antonellanatalis
www.superfluonecessario.it
www.antonellanatalis.com

IG Italianmarinepainter
FB Italianmarinepainter

